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In January 2022, Herbert Smith Freehills
successfully held its third annual cartel
workshop seminars, organised in conjunction
with Concurrences and RBB Economics. Held
over two days via webinars panellists included
senior officials from the European Commission,
the UK Competition and Markets Authority
("CMA"), the Spanish Comisión Nacional de
los Mercados y la Competencia ("CNMC") and
référendaires from the Court of Justice of the
European Union.

Daniel Vowden: Significant amendments
were made to the UK enforcement regime at
the end of 2021. Starting with the CMA's
settlement procedure, new guidance issued
on 10 December provides that a settling party
must agree not to legally challenge an
infringement decision, including any financial
penalty that is imposed. Can you elaborate on
the rationale for this change? Is there a risk
that fewer companies will be willing to settle
in future?

Materials from these seminars are available
via Concurrence and can be accessed here and
here. Direct links to view the recordings are
available here and here.

Juliette Enser: Changes were made to the
CMA's Guidance on investigation procedures
to provide that the CMA will only agree to
settlement if the settling party agrees that it
will not subsequently appeal against the
Competition Act 1998 decision, including any
financial penalty imposed. The changes will
ensure that any settlement brings finality to
the investigation and cannot be re-opened by
the settling party subsequently appealing
against the infringement decision.

In advance of these seminars, Kyriakos
Fountoukakos (Managing Partner, Brussels)
interviewed María Luisa Tierno Centella
(Competition Director, CNMC) (available
here). Included below is the interview
conducted by Daniel Vowden (Partner,
Brussels) with Juliette Enser, Senior Director
of Cartels at the CMA.

14 United Kingdom

The purpose of the changes is to ensure that
settlement yields procedural efficiencies and
resource savings by drawing a line under cases
and enabling the CMA to open more
investigations. The new policy followed an
(unsuccessful) appeal by a party in an
investigation involving resale price
maintenance in the musical instruments sector
(the Roland appeal).
Such a requirement is in line with the CMA’s
settlement process, which is voluntary. Parties
are not obliged to settle or even enter into any
settlement discussions, even where these are
offered by the CMA. Likewise, we are not
obliged to settle or even enter into any
settlement discussions, even where the
parties under investigation offer to settle.
Both sides are also free to withdraw from
settlement discussions at any time during the
settlement procedure.
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We do not expect that the changes to the
rules will deter businesses from settling
who are genuinely committed to achieving
an end to the process. Businesses that are
serious about finality will not be deterred by
any requirement that they will not challenge
or appeal against the infringement decision
to the Competition Appeal Tribunal.
The CMA also issued revised penalties
guidance on 16 December 2021, following
consultation earlier in the year. For those
who have not yet had the opportunity to
review the guidance, are you able to flag
two or three key messages that businesses
and their advisors should be aware of?
In revising its penalties guidance, the CMA
has been particularly mindful of the need to
ensure that the level of penalty ensures
effective deterrence especially in cases
involving large, often global businesses.
This underlines the need for those at the top
of businesses to take steps to embed
compliance throughout their organisation or
risk substantial fines.
The key changes to the guidance include:
•A new approach to specific deterrence

and proportionality. Formerly, the CMA
considered in a single step whether the
penalty needed to be adjusted for specific
deterrence and proportionality. In its
updated guidance the CMA has replaced
this with two separate steps.

The first step is the question of specific
deterrence which shapes the penalty to
ensure that it is sufficient to deter the
undertaking from breaching competition
law, having regard to its size and financial
position and any other relevant
circumstances of the case. In addition, we
have clarified in the updated guidance
that an undertaking’s worldwide turnover
is the main factor that we will take into
account when considering an uplift for
specific deterrence.
The second step is to assess whether the
proposed penalty is proportionate and
appropriate in the round.
•Removal of the mitigating factor of

genuine uncertainty on the part of the
undertaking as to whether the agreement
or conduct constituted an infringement
and novelty of an infringement. This
factor has been removed on the basis
that, as demonstrated by the CMA’s
previous practice, it was very rare that a
businesses’ uncertainty would be of a
nature to justify a reduction in penalty
where that business had intentionally or
negligently carried out infringing conduct.
However, there is still scope for a
reduction in penalty where the case
involves a genuinely novel application of
the law.

•Removal of the mitigating factor for

adequate steps having been taking to
ensure compliance. Previously a business
that had put in place an adequate
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compliance programme could receive a
10 per cent discount on its penalty.
However, we felt that this discount was
no longer justified at this point in the
evolution of competition law. Rather, we
expect businesses to be embedding a
culture of compliance in any event and a
business that had been penalised
following an infringement would have an
additional incentive to do so.
Do you think an increase in potential fines is
sufficient to ensure deterrence, or will other
enforcement tools be used by the CMA to a
greater degree in future (eg, director
disqualification orders)?
The CMA’s consistent approach has been to
use a range of tools to achieve compliance
with competition rules. Indeed, in our
experience, most businesses want to
comply with the law and we have published
a range of guidance to help them do so.
That said, effective deterrence also helps
protect consumers, businesses, and the
wider economy from anti-competitive
practices. Penalties perform a crucial
function in signalling the unacceptability of
commercial practices that infringe
competition law and the serious potential
consequences of engaging in such
practices. Financial penalties for breaches
of competition law are seen not only within
the UK, but also globally, as the main
corporate sanction to penalise and deter
competition law infringements.
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In revising its penalties guidance, the CMA
has been particularly mindful of the need to
ensure that the level of penalty ensures
effective deterrence (within the limits of the
legislative scheme) especially in cases
involving large, often global businesses.
However, financial penalties are not by any
means the sole potential consequence for
companies or individuals that have been
involved in infringements of competition
law. For example, the UK has a director
disqualification regime under which
directors of infringing businesses can be
banned from acting as directors in the
future. We now routinely consider whether
to pursue director disqualification in cases
where competition law has been broken so
the prospect of disqualification has never
been higher. As a result, a total of 25
directors have been disqualified for their
involvement in illegal anti-competitive
practices and we are currently
investigating others.
The CMA also has criminal enforcement
powers in relation to the individuals involved
in a cartel and will always consider if a case
is suitable for potential criminal
enforcement.
Infringing companies may also face other
reputational or commercial consequences
and indeed, the UK Government has
recently announced its intention to
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introduce legislation to strengthen the
debarment regime in public procurement
so that infringing companies may in the
future face mandatory exclusion from future
public tenders.
Taken together, these consequences should
provide a powerful set of incentives for
companies to comply with the law.
We may well see further reforms to the
CMA's cartel enforcement regime in 2022
as the UK Government seeks to modernise
competition policy following wide-ranging
proposals issued for consultation by the
Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy ("BEIS") ("Reforming
Competition and Consumer Policy"). These
proposals seem an expression of the CMA's
new autonomy following Brexit and
demonstrates its desire to take a leading
role internationally. While you cannot speak
to specific future reforms, do you think
there is a risk of material divergence in law
and policy as between the CMA and the
European Commission and other national
antitrust agencies in Europe in the context
of cartel enforcement?
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global consensus that such prohibitions are
justified by the significant economic
damage that such behaviour inflicts on
consumers and the economy more
generally. Thus, any changes to the UK
regime are more likely, as is the case with
most of the proposals that the UK
Government is currently consulting on, to
revolve around questions of procedure,
remedies and redress.
Of course, the CMA will continue, like other
competition authorities worldwide, to refine
and improve its approach to tackling cartels,
and to learn from other agencies as we do
so. Moreover, when it comes to tackling
cross-border cartels, cooperation between
agencies remains key. In that context, we are
committed to continuing our engagement
and cooperation with a wide range of
international partners. This includes
continuing to collaborate closely with the
European Commission and competition
agencies of the EU Member States.

In considering how Brexit might impact
cartel enforcement, I think it is worth
remembering that when it comes to the
basic prohibitions of price-fixing, market
sharing and bid-rigging, there is a broad
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European Union
Ruling that a subsidiary may be
liable for a cartel infringement
committed by its parent
company

entity under Article 101 TFEU provides
grounds for extending liability from the
parent company to the subsidiary and, if so,
under what conditions.

In a landmark judgment,1 the Court of
Justice of the EU ("CJEU") has ruled that a
victim of cartel conduct is entitled to seek
damages from the subsidiary of an
infringing parent company, even where
that subsidiary was not referred to in the
infringement decision, provided both
companies form part of the same
economic entity.

Judgment of the CJEU

The CJEU has therefore found that public
enforcement case law on the concept of
what constitutes an 'undertaking' also
applies in a private enforcement context.
However, the CJEU added a further
requirement for the claimant to
demonstrate the existence of a link
between the activity of the subsidiary and
the subject matter of the infringement for
which the parent company was held liable.
This new limb was added by the CJEU in
order to avoid a subsidiary in a group of
companies being liable for infringements in
the context of economic activities totally
unconnected to its own activity and in
which it was not involved.

Background to the case
Between 1997 and 1999 Sumal SL
("Sumal"), a Spanish manufacturer of metal
containers, acquired two trucks from
Mercedes Benz Trucks Espana SL
("MBTE"), a subsidiary of Daimler AG.
Sumal subsequently brought a claim for
damages against MBTE, based on the
Commission’s 2016 infringement decision
in the trucks cartel case which involved
Daimler AG and four other groups of truck
manufacturers.2 Sumal’s claim was rejected
by the Commercial Court of Barcelona on
the basis that MBTE was not an addressee
of the Commission’s infringement decision.
Sumal brought a further appeal before the
Provincial Court of Barcelona, which stayed
the proceedings in order to ask the CJEU
whether the doctrine of the single economic

The role of private enforcement
In its judgment the CJEU reiterates that it is
settled case law that any person who has
suffered loss as a result of a breach of
Article 101(1) TFEU is entitled to claim
compensation for damages, provided that
there is a causal link between the damages
and the prohibited agreement. The right to
seek compensation strengthens the impact
of the EU competition rules, as it acts as a
deterrent against anti-competitive
agreements and practices and thereby
remedies not only the direct damage
suffered by those bringing the claim but also
the wider damage to the structure and
functioning of the market.
According to the CJEU's ruling, given that
private enforcement is an integral part of
the enforcement of the EU competition
rules, the concept of ‘undertaking’ under
Article 101 TFEU cannot have a different
meaning in the context of private
enforcement claims than it does under the
Commission’s public enforcement regime
under Regulation 1/2003.
The single economic entity concept
The concept of the single economic entity
as an ‘undertaking’ under the EU
competition rules is well developed in the
context of public enforcement. It refers to
an economic unit that consists of several
persons (natural or legal) brought together
as one undertaking by virtue of the
economic, organisational and legal links
between them. In Akzo Nobel3 the Court
held that, for such an economic entity to
infringe Article 101(1) TFEU, all that is
needed is proof that at least one legal entity
belonging to the economic unit has
infringed Article 101(1).
It is therefore clear from the case law that
the conduct of a subsidiary may be

1. Case C 882/19: Sumal SL v Mercedes Benz Trucks España SL, available here.
2. Commission decision of 19 July 2016 in Case AT.39824 – Trucks.
3. Case C-516/15 P Akzo Nobel NV and Others v European Commission, judgment of 27 April 2017.

attributed to the parent company where
that subsidiary does not independently
determine its own conduct on the market
and parent and subsidiary are part of the
same corporate group.
Application to damages claims
According to the CJEU ruling, in the context
of damages claims based on the existence
of a Commission cartel infringement
decision, a legal entity not referred to in that
decision may nevertheless be held liable
due to the infringing conduct of another
legal entity. This is subject to the condition
that both legal entities are part of the same
economic unit and form a single
undertaking. It is therefore possible, where
the existence of an infringement has been
established as regards a parent company,
for the victim of that infringement to bring a
damages claim against a subsidiary of that
parent company.
As an additional requirement, the CJEU
ruled that a claimant will need to prove
that, based on the economic,
organisational and legal links between
both legal entities and on the existence of
the link between the economic activity of
the subsidiary and the subject matter of
the infringement, the subsidiary and the
parent company constituted an economic
unit for this purpose. Thus, in the
hypothetical situation of a conglomerate
with separate products being sold by
different subsidiaries, the subsidiary selling
one product would not be liable for an
infringement committed by the parent
company in respect of a different product.
The subsidiary may also seek to exercise its
rights of defence in order to demonstrate
that it does not belong to a relevant
undertaking and, where the Commission
has not adopted an infringement decision,
to challenge the existence of the alleged
infringement.
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France

The FCA fines 9 players in the
road haulage market for
boycotting new digital
intermediation platforms
In its Decision n°21-D-21, the French
Competition Authority ("FCA") has
sanctioned one freight exchange and its
parent company, 5 hauliers' associations
and 2 trade unions in the road haulage
sector for hindering the arrival and
development of new digital stakeholders
offering services related to the performance
or optimisation of transport management.4
The FCA imposed fines on these entities for
a total amount of EUR 500,000.
The case illustrates that incumbent market
participants may not collaborate to impede
innovation by taking anti-competitive
measures to restrict the emergence of new,
digital competitors.
Traditional intermediation providers
v. digital platforms
Intermediation providers in the transport
sector, which are traditionally transport
commissioners and freight exchanges,
customarily connect transport companies

and customers in order to decrease the risk
of empty returns for carriers. Transport
commissioners are usually clients of freight
exchanges, which are two-sided digital
platforms on which the customer/
commissioner posts a request for
transportation to which carriers may
respond, offering a price for the assignment.
Freight exchanges are therefore not
involved in price determination.
New, digital intermediation platforms
started developing in France in 2016. Unlike
freight exchanges, these platforms do not
involve commissioners: their aim is to
directly connect shipper customers to
carriers using immediate geolocation
methods. The customer makes a request
online, and the site registers it and
determines a price for the assignment. If the
customer agrees with the price, the offer
appears on the platform and carriers may
respond to it.
Anti-competitive practices: boycott
and call to boycott
The FCA sanctioned the companies for
instigating a boycott against these new
market entrants.

4. Decision 21-D-21 relative to practices in the road haulage sector.

In 2016, the freight exchange B2PWeb and
its parent company H2P initiated a boycott
strategy, asking hauliers’ associations and
the trade union UNOSTRA not to work with
digital intermediation platforms. In 2017,
B2PWeb and H2P also recommended their
clients not to use the new entrants' tracking
software, which competed with B2PWeb's
own service.
Almost simultaneously, the carriers' trade
union OTRE started similar actions aimed at
limiting the development of new platforms.
From July 2017 onwards, B2PWeb and H2P,
on the one hand, and OTRE, on the other,
shared their respective views on the
development of the digital intermediation
platforms and agreed to work together to
hinder the growth of these new entrants
and their tracking software in a more
efficient manner.
Hauliers' associations and trade unions then
passed on the instructions to their
respective members by means of regular
exchanges as well as through publications
on websites and intranet sites.
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For example, OTRE stated publicly on its
website that: "OTRE is vehemently and
resolutely opposed to these platforms" and
"calls on all professionals not to collaborate
with them, to explicitly refuse their commercial
proposals". One of OTRE's communication
papers, which was shared with H2P, was
entitled "No to the uberisation of road
transport companies". The consortium, Tred
Union, went as far as to circulate a list of
platforms that its members would not be
allowed to use.
The FCA considered that these practices
impeded the development of the digital
intermediation platforms. They restricted
competition and innovation by preventing
greater competition among carriers, lower
commission rates and fewer empty returns
for carriers. The FCA noted that empty
returns were a source not only of logistical
costs but also of environmental costs. The
FCA also stressed that these practices were
particularly serious as they were
implemented in a sector that was going
through structural changes.

FRANCE

On the existence of a single,
complex and continuous
infringement
The FCA considered that the practices in
question constituted a single, complex
and continuous infringement for the
following reasons:
•They shared the same objective, namely

preventing the development of new digital
intermediation platforms, despite the fact
that they targeted different activities. The
FCA notably took into account the fact
that the different practices strengthened
one another.

•They targeted the same entities and used

similar means (explicit communications,
warnings, web publications, general
assembly meetings) and arguments (risk
on data protection, uncertain legal status
of the new entrants, potential risk of client
loss) to hinder the development of the
new entrants.

•The practices were continuous and lasted

from 2016 to 2018.

The FCA also rejected the parties'
arguments as to the absence of any
monitoring or sanction mechanism and
uncertainty as to whether such new
platforms were operating lawfully.
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On the sanctions
The FCA used two different methods
to calculate the amount of the
financial penalties:
•As regards B2PWeb and its parent

company, which were the only parties
generating a turnover in the haulage
sector, the FCA calculated the fine on
the basis of the turnover generated by
the freight exchange and applied its 2011
Notice on determination of fines. Due to
B2PWeb's leadership role in the cartel,
the FCA increased the company's fine
by 15%.

•As for the other entities involved which

have no commercial activity as such, the
FCA determined a flat-rate amount of
fine. The amount of the fine was reduced
for several entities in consideration of
their difficult financial situation.
Moreover, the FCA considered that the
damage caused to the economy was
limited, as new entrants were still able to
grow significantly on the market.
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Germany
The Federal Cartel Office
("FCO") announces enhanced
antitrust enforcement for 2022
– and strikes again on RPM
The FCO's President, Andreas Mundt, has
used his year-end press conference to
announce that the FCO is ready to "initiate
further (antitrust) proceedings next year".5 He
admitted that COVID-19 had limited the
FCO's investigative activities in 2021.
Nevertheless, the FCO conducted two dawn
raids in 2021. Additionally, the European
Commission conducted a dawn raid in
Germany in the garments sector6.
Overall in 2021, the FCO imposed fines
amounting to around EUR 105 million on a
total of eleven companies and eight
individuals. The fines were imposed on
special steel producers and steel forging
companies and in relation to vertical
price-fixing agreements for musical
instruments7, school bags8 and consumer
electronics (see below).
2022 promises enhanced
enforcement activity despite
COVID-19
In the light of the pandemic, the FCO's
activities in 2021 seem remarkable. Yet, the
FCO appears to be willing to go further in
2022. President Mundt revealed that his
agency has received nine leniency
applications in the past year and further
tip-offs from other sources. Additionally,
Mundt has indicated that "new information
suggests that cartels, unfortunately, are not
going to go away". While not all of these
hints will lead to fully-fledged
investigations, it is reasonable to assume
that the FCO will pursue a significant
number of them in the year ahead.
This will likely be the case even if COVID-19
remains a challenge in 2022. The FCO now
has experience in conducting dawn raids
under pandemic conditions and observes
strict COVID-19 hygiene requirements. It

remains to be seen whether the pandemic
will change other aspects of the FCO's dawn
raid procedure. However, companies should
expect officials to collect and take away
more data and files instead of reviewing
them on the premises. Additionally, it is
likely that the FCO will search more private
homes than before in order to investigate
effectively the numerous employees who
have worked from home.
RPM remains a hot topic: the
Bose case
In early December 2021, the FCO imposed a
fine of around EUR 7 million on Bose GmbH9
on account of vertical price fixing in the
form of resale price maintenance ("RPM").
Bose manufactures and distributes
high-end consumer electronics. The
company’s activities in this area focus
mainly on the distribution of audio products,
especially speakers and headphones.
This was the third case in 2021 in which the
FCO imposed a fine for RPM. This again
highlights the FCO's wariness regarding
vertical restraints. It has imposed fines in
more than ten RPM cases during the last
decade in various industries (including
clothing, food retail, toys, beer, furniture
and others).
In essence, Bose had hampered the free
formation of resale prices through its
authorized dealers. The company tried to
ensure that the resale prices set by dealers
for its high-end consumer electronics did
not significantly undercut the
recommended retail price. In some
instances prices were specifically set by

5. FCO, Press Release of 22 December 2021.
6. EU Commission, Press Release of 22 June 2021.
7. See our summary in Cartel Intel, 4th edition, page 10.
8. See our summary in Cartel Intel, 4th edition, page 11.
9. FCO, Press Release of 2 December 2021.
10. The other occasion was the school bags case: see our summary in Cartel Intel, 4th edition, page 11.

Bose, while in other cases Bose's measures
sought more generally to discourage an
increase in the resale price.
Bose also had a monitoring system in place:
Bose employees observed the prices
charged by their authorized dealers. The
company then intervened on several
occasions where dealers had deviated from
the recommended resale price. In a number
of these cases the dealers changed their
pricing to comply with Bose's expectation.
Additionally, some of the dealers
complained to Bose about low sales prices
offered by other authorized dealers.
Besides the fact that RPM remains a high
priority of the FCO, the case illustrates two
underlying trends:
•Risk of substantial fines: The FCO does not

refrain from resolute enforcement
measures in vertical cases. Given that Bose
had cooperated extensively with the FCO
and also entered into a settlement (both
actions leading to a reduction in fines) the
fine actually imposed appears to be high.

•International cooperation: The FCO

works closely with other national
competition authorities, in particular the
Austrian authority, to enhance its
enforcement in vertical cases. This was
the second vertical restraints case in 2021
that had been triggered by a request for
official assistance by the Austrian
authority10. Hence, unjustified vertical
restrictions in one country can easily lead
to investigations in another, thereby
increasing the risk of discovery and fines.
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Russia
Russia
Multiple new investigations and
infringement findings indicate
focus on enforcement
As in many jurisdictions across the EMEA,
the latter part of 2021 saw the FAS make
unannounced dawn raid inspections and
launch new investigations in relation to
suspected cartels in a range of industries.
This may signal an escalation of
enforcement activities by the FAS, with
priority given to matters of particular social
importance, involving large market players
(rather than small-to-medium enterprises),
or else relating to cartels in connection with
so-called 'national projects'.11
At the end of August, the FAS announced
that it had conducted surprise dawn raids at
the premises of three major manufacturers
of reinforced steel, or "rebar" (Novostal,
NLMK, Tulachermet-Steel and PMH
Management Company).12 In the related
press statement, the FAS indicated that the
raids were launched following third-party
complaints concerning increases in metal
prices. This led the agency to monitor the
market and, in particular, pricing conditions.
The FAS calculated that prices for rebar
within Russia increased by more than 50%
within the space of 12 months. This raised
concerns over potential collusion among
rebar manufacturers, resulting in the dawn
raids and an on-going antitrust probe.
In separate proceedings, an illegal cartel was
identified among the largest suppliers in
Russia of rolled metal. The FAS announced in
December that it had discovered an
anti-competitive arrangement which had led
to artificially high prices being offered during
tender procedures for rolled metal. It was
again stated that the investigation had been
initiated following uncharacteristically high
price increases, prompting numerous
complaints to the agency.13
The FAS has indicated that further
administrative action is to be taken against
the cartel participants, noting the scope for

civil fines to be imposed and the possibility
that criminal prosecutions could be
launched pursuant to Article 178 of the
Criminal Code of the Russian Federation.
In September, the FAS announced that it had
conducted further inspections and initiated
two new investigations into suspected cartel
agreements relating to the supply of
computer electronics and the provision of IT
consulting services, technical support and
security. These collusive activities are said to
have affected contracts worth more than
RUB 1 billion (approx. EUR 11 million).14 In
December, the regulator initiated a cartel
case against the suppliers of grid equipment.
It is alleged that cartel participants agreed
prices submitted in response to tenders
organized by subsidiaries of PJSC Rosseti,
the largest Russian electricity transmission
and distribution grid company.15
We have reported previously on proposals to
enhance the investigatory powers of the FAS
in a cartel context; relevant bills have now
been pending before the Russian legislator
since 2019. Notwithstanding this delay,
recent enforcement activities indicate a clear
resolve on the part of the FAS to crackdown
on cartels using its existing powers, focusing
on activities that may have cause significant
economic harm. Indeed, as we go to press the
FAS has announced that it has launched a
further cartel probe, relating to suspected bid
rigging in respect of road construction in the
Khabarovsk and Vladivostok territories.
Recent investigations reported above also
serve to highlight the value attached to and
the responsiveness of the FAS to complaints
from third parties. The investigations in
relation to both the suspected rebar and
rolled metal cartels appear to have been
launched following receipt of complaints,
which led the FAS to then closely monitoring
market conditions for other indications of
collusion. It is evident that the FAS regards
complaints as a key source of intelligence
which inform its enforcement activities.

11. In essence, programmes for the achievement of key national goals (eg, in the areas of healthcare,
education, demography, culture).
12. See press release dated 26 August 2021, available here.
13. See press releases dated 27 December 2021, available here. Further case information is available
on the FAS website, here.
14. See press release dated 30 December 2021, available here.
15. See press release dated 21 January 2022, available here.
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South Africa
Guidance issued on the standard
of inferential reasoning required
in cartel cases
In December 2021, the Competition Appeal
Court ("CAC") issued a decision16
overturning the Competition Tribunal's
("Tribunal") finding that Aranda Textile
Mills (Pty) Ltd ("Aranda") and Mzansi
Blanket Supplies (Pty) Ltd ("Mzansi") had
engaged in price fixing and collusive
tendering in contravention of sections 4(1)
(b)(i) and 4(1)(b)(iii) of the Competition
Act, No. 89 of 1998 (as amended)
("Competition Act").
The CAC's judgment, amongst other things,
provides guidance on the standard of
inferential reasoning required, in the
absence of proven facts, to support a
finding of cartel conduct. This guidance is
particularly useful as the Competition
Commission (Commission), in some cases,
appears to prosecute alleged cartel conduct
supported by objectively weak evidence, on
the basis that cartel conduct is per se
prohibited by the Competition Act.
Background
The impugned conduct related to Aranda
and Mzansi's participation in a tender for
the supply of blankets to the South African
government. Aranda, a manufacturer of
blankets, was the only manufacturer
capable of supplying the blankets in
accordance with tender specifications.
Accordingly, Aranda participated in the
tender but was also a supplier to various
other bidders. This included Mzansi,
which obtained the blankets on more
favourable terms from Aranda compared
to other bidders, ostensibly owing to the
established business relationship between
Aranda and Mzansi.
The Commission alleged that Aranda and
Mzansi agreed to coordinate their pricing
for the tender. The CAC found, however,
that there was no evidence pointing to
an agreement on pricing; the
Commission's evidence was found by
the CAC to be intuitive, speculative and
based on a superficial analysis of the
relevant documents.

The Tribunal nonetheless found that Aranda
and Mzansi had colluded on pricing and
engaged in collusive tendering. The CAC
criticized the Tribunal for coming to this
conclusion based on: (i) a number of
inferences in the absence of proven facts;
and (ii) facts not referred to in the
Commission's complaint referral, despite
direct and undisputed evidence presented
by the respondents. The CAC also criticized
the Tribunal for cherry picking evidence to
support its "mosaic hypothesis".
Inferential reasoning
The CAC acknowledged that there are
often challenges with securing direct
evidence of cartel conduct, and where
there is no direct evidence there may be
instances where it is permissible for a court
to infer that an agreement or collusive
conduct took place by considering
circumstantial evidence. Nonetheless, the
CAC cautioned that: "[t]here are however
stringent checks and balance" and "the rigours
of judicially accepted rules pertaining to
reasoning by inference must apply".
Moreover, the CAC emphasized that the
Competition Act must be interpreted in a
manner that is consistent with the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1996 with the implication being that adequate
consideration must be given to evidence put
forward by parties in their defence.
The standard set by the CAC for a finding of
cartel conduct based on circumstantial
evidence to support inferences of fact is that
it has to be the most plausible inference
having regard to all the evidence, and it must
be consistent with all proven facts. If it is not,
then the inference cannot be drawn or it must
be the more natural, or plausible, conclusion
from amongst several conceivable ones when
measured against the probabilities.
The CAC explained that conduct evidence
in the context of cartels conduct will be
most persuasive if it cannot be explained by
ordinary market forces or competitive
business behaviour. The CAC also
emphasised that economic evidence, of
which communication evidence is
considered to be the most important, is

invariably ambiguous unless supported by
expert evidence.
Importantly, the Commission must provide
proof of primary facts regarding an
agreement or concerted practice before
inferential reasoning may be successfully
relied upon. In the absence of proven facts

16. Aranda Textile Mills (Pty) Ltd and Another v The Competition Commission of South Africa 190/CAC/DEC20 [2021] ZACAC 1 (17 December 2021).
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Conclusion
The CAC's decision provides important guidance on
inferential reasoning in cartel cases. It is significant for
other reasons also, outlined briefly below.
The CAC overturned a number of factual findings by the
Tribunal despite there being a well-established principle
that an appellate court will not ordinarily interfere with a
factual finding by a trial court.17 It is, however,
permissible for appellate courts to interfere in the event
of a misdirection or a clearly wrong decision.18 This
appears to be the basis upon which the CAC overturned
certain of the Tribunal's findings in this case.
The CAC's decision also appears to have bolstered the
importance of the process of characterisation in cartel
cases, making it a necessary exercise for a finding of a
contravention. It seems that, going forward, the
Commission will need to properly characterise cartel
conduct in its complaint referral pleadings. The Tribunal
will similarly need to engage in the characterisation
process before making an adverse finding.

and the exclusion of another plausible
explanation, an infringement of the
Competition Act cannot be made by
inferential reasoning.
Characterisation
The process of characterisation, being the
process of establishing whether the

agreement is of the character targeted by
the cartel provisions of the Competition
Act, is gaining prominence in cartel cases.
In this case, the CAC went as far as to say
that, in relation to per se prohibited conduct,
such as cartel conduct, the Tribunal must
characterise the conduct, as there may be
cases where a firm's conduct will, on the
face of it, fall within the semantic ambit of

the prohibition, but not fall within the object
of the prohibition, in which case no
contravention will be established. The
failure by the Tribunal to properly
characterise the conduct was found by the
CAC to be fatal to the Tribunal's finding of a
contravention.

17. Imerys South Africa (Pty) Ltd v The Competition Commission [2017] ZACAZ 1; 2017 JDR 0531 (CAC).
18. Competition Commission of South Africa v Mediclinic Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd and Another [2021] ZACC 35.
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Spain
The Spanish Supreme Court
upholds suspension of
proceedings to determine the
scope and duration of public
procurement bans imposed on
grounds of competition offences
In Spain, an undertaking which has been
fined by the National Markets and
Competition Commission (the Comisión
Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia, or
"CNMC") for a cartel offence may also be
banned from bidding to win public contracts
("public procurement bans"). In two recent
judgments ("the Judgments")19, the Spanish
Supreme Court ("SC") has confirmed that a
court is able to issue injunctive relief to
temporarily prevent a CNMC decision on
penalties from being sent to the State
Consultative Board on Public Procurement
(Junta Consultiva de Contratación Pública del
Estado) for the latter body to start a
procedure to determine the scope and
duration of the public procurement ban
when the same court has decided to
suspend the CNMC penalty to which the
ban is linked.
The Supreme Court Judgments
The Judgments dismissed the cassation
appeals lodged by the State Attorney's
Office on behalf of the CNMC against three
orders of the Audiencia Nacional (Spain's
National Court), dated 11 November 2019,
30 June 2020 and 15 September 2020,
respectively. Those orders had suspended
(with the posting of a guarantee) the
enforcement of the CNMC's decision dated
20 June 2019 delivered in Cases
SAMUR/02/2018 and S/DC/0612/17
Montaje y Mantenimiento Industrial, which
included a public procurement ban.
In its orders, the Audiencia Nacional found
that, although the CNMC did not set the
duration and scope of the public
procurement ban in its decisions – meaning
that it was therefore necessary to refer the
matter to the State Consultative Board on
Public Procurement to start the process for
determining the scope and duration of the
ban – this did not imply that the CNMC's
decisions did not contain an immediately
enforceable ban. This is because it would
not be possible to question the merits of the

exclusion in the proceedings opened by the
State Consultative Board, a matter that
would have been determined beforehand by
the CNMC decision imposing the penalty.
In its Judgements, the SC concludes that
the public procurement ban is not
enforceable until its scope and duration
have been determined, whether that be in
the CNMC's penalty decision itself or in the
corresponding determination proceedings
and, in the latter case, once it has been
recorded in the Official Register of Qualified
Tenderers and Companies (Registro Oficial
de Licitadores y Empresas Clasificadas).
However, the SC also found that, although
the CNMC's decision did not establish the
scope and duration of the public
procurement ban, if the enforceability of
the penalty itself is suspended, it is also
possible to suspend the restrictions linked
to the existence of the suspended penalty.
This is because public procurement bans
are restrictions established pursuant to
the law, linked inextricably to, and
dependent upon, the existence of a
penalty imposed by final decision resulting
from a serious offence.

In view of the above, the Judgments found
that it was lawful for the Audiencia Nacional
to suspend the CNMC's referral of the
matter to the State's Consultative Board on
Public Procurement to open a procedure to
determine the scope and duration of the
public procurement ban when, among other
reasons, the Audencia Nacional has
deemed it necessary to issue injunctive
relief to suspend the penalty to which that
referral is linked.
The CNMC's track record on public
procurement bans
The CNMC first triggered the procurement
ban mechanism in its decision in Case S/
DC/0598/16 Electrificación y
electromecánica ferroviarias. The CNMC's
subsequent decisions regarding cartels set
up to manipulate public tendering
procedures have all included exclusions
from public procurement procedures.
In its decisions20, the CNMC does not
establish the scope and duration of the
public procurement ban; it leaves that
decision to the State's Consultative Board
on Public Procurement. The latter body
must start a separate administrative

19. Judgment of the Contentious Administrative Chamber of the Supreme Court, Section 3, Case 1115/2021, dated 14 September 2019; and Judgment of
the Contentious Administrative Chamber of the Supreme Court, Section 3, Case 4450/2021, dated 1 December 2021.
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procedure and submit a proposal to the
Ministry of the Treasury (Ministerio de
Hacienda), which has the authority to
determine the scope and duration of public
procurement bans. To date, no procedure
has yet been opened with the Consultative
Board to determine the scope and duration
of an exclusion from public procurement.
On the other hand, some regional
competition authorities, such as the Catalan
Competition Authority (Autoridad Catalana
de Competencia, or ACCO)21, do establish the
scope and duration of procurement bans in
their decisions.
Companies are able to avoid exclusions
from public procurement procedures by
applying so-called "self-cleaning" measures.
Specifically, article 72.5 of the Spanish
Public Procurement Law 9/2017, which
transposes Directives 2014/23/EU and

SPAIN

2014/24/EU into Spanish law, establishes
that an exclusion is not warranted, and that
the decision so ordering can be reviewed
once delivered, if the offending undertaking
adopts technical, organisational and
staff-related measures to prevent the
commission of similar offences in the future.
Such measures may include taking part in a
leniency programme, implementing
effective compliance programmes or
making improvements to those compliance
programmes that were in place within the
company before the investigation started.
Conclusions
•A public procurement ban is only

enforceable when its scope and duration
have been established, whether that be in
the CNMA's penalty decision itself or
through the corresponding determination
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procedure by the State Consultative
Board on Public Procurement and, in the
case of the latter, when the ban has been
recorded in the relevant register.
•The courts are able to issue injunctive

relief to suspend decisions being referred
to the State Consultative Board on Public
Procurement in order to determine the
scope and duration of public procurement
bans when, among other things, it has
been deemed necessary to suspend (also
via injunctive relief) the CNMA penalty to
which the bans are linked.

•If a measure is adopted involving an

exclusion from public procurement,
offenders are able to avoid exclusion by
adopting corrective "self-cleaning"
measures aimed at preventing
competition offences from being
committed in the future.

20. See the CNMC's decisions in Case S/DC/0598/16 Electrificación y electromecánica ferroviarias; Case S/DC/0612/17 Montaje y mantenimiento industrial;
Case S/0626/18 Radares meteorológicos; S/DC/0620/17 Combustibles sólidos; Case S/0644/18 RADIOFÁRMACOS; S/DC/0627/18, CONSULTORAS;
S/0011/19 Transporte cántabro de viajeros; Case S/0013/19 Conservación carreteras; Case S/0025/19, Gestión de archivos; Case S/DC/0614/17: Seguridad
y comunicaciones ferroviarias.
21. See ACCO's decisions in Case 94/2018 Licitaciones Servicio Meteorológico de Cataluña; Case 100/2018 AEROBÚS; Case 103/2019 Servicios de visitas
médicas; Case 105/2019 Playas de San Andrés del Rabanedo; Case 102/2019 Aerobús 2.
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United Kingdom
Updated guidance on cartel
penalties and settlement
procedures
In December 2021, the UK Competition and
Markets Authority ("CMA") published
revisions to its guidance on the calculation
of fines (the "Fining Guidance").22 The
changes are intended to increase the level
of financial penalties imposed on
multi-national companies found to infringe
competition law, as well as reflecting
changes in the UK enforcement landscape
following Brexit.
Also in December, the CMA published its
revised guidance on its investigation
procedures under the Competition Act 1998
("CA98") (the "Procedures Guidance").23
The updated Procedures Guidance
introduces a requirement that settling
parties agree as part of any settlement
agreement that they will not appeal against
the CMA infringement decision.
The changes, explored in more detail below,
reflect the CMA's determination to ensure
that the UK has appropriate deterrents
against infringements of competition law.
This is likely to be particularly important as
the CMA seeks to manage its anticipated
increase in workload following the UK's exit
from the EU.
The revised Fining Guidance
The Fining Guidance is used by the CMA to
calculate the penalty where the CMA
imposes fines on undertakings for
infringement of the Chapter I or Chapter II
prohibitions under the CA98. These two
prohibitions are based on and respectively
mirror Article 101 and Article 102 of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union ("TFEU") and, pre-Brexit, UK
competition law was to be interpreted in
line with EU competition law. The Fining
Guidance has been amended to remove
references to the TFEU following the UK's
departure from the EU.

The Fining Guidance provides for a six-step
approach to calculating financial penalties.
The revisions to the Fining Guidance
introduce a number of changes that could
potentially lead to the CMA imposing higher
fines in future cases. Key changes include:
•Taking non-UK turnover into account:

the CMA has clarified that it may
consider non-UK turnover where the
affected product or geographic market is
wider than the relevant UK market. The
Fining Guidance states that the CMA may
take into account each undertaking's
"share of turnover in the wider affected
product or geographic market" for the
purposes of determining the relevant
turnover on which the fine is to be
calculated. The CMA considers that this
is likely to be "particularly relevant in cases
where (i) the geographic market affected by
the infringement was wider than the UK, (ii)
the infringement involved the market being
shared on the basis of territory, and (iii) the
UK turnover of some participants was very
low or even zero (because of the
market-sharing agreement)."24

•Removing certain mitigating factors: the

revised Fining Guidance removes the
following factors that had previously been
considered as potential mitigants: (i)
genuine uncertainty as to whether the
agreement/conduct constituted an
infringement; and (ii) the undertaking in
question having taken adequate steps to
ensure competition law compliance. The
CMA has also clarified that it will not
generally make any reduction on the
grounds of novelty of an infringement or
uncertainty, noting that this is only likely
to be merited in "exceptional
circumstances" (such as where the legal
characterisation of an infringement is
truly novel, but not merely where the
facts are novel).25

•Uplifts to ensure deterrence: the revised

guidance splits the CMA's assessments
as to whether a proposed fine should be
increased (eg for deterrence) or

22. CMA's guidance as to the appropriate amount of penalty (CMA73), available here.
23. Guidance on the CMA's investigation procedures in CA98 cases (CMA8), available here.
24. See paragraph 2.13 of the summary of responses to the consultation, available here.
25. See paragraph 2.18 of the Fining Guidance.
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decreased (eg on proportionality
grounds). In the context of uplifts, the
Fining Guidance has been revised to state
that "an undertaking should not be in a
position [to] make a profit from infringing
competition law … in this context, any
penalty imposed [should] exceed an
undertaking's likely gains from an
infringement by a material amount".26
•Adjustments to ensure proportionality:

the splitting of adjustments for deterrence
and adjustments for proportionality is
also intended to enable the CMA to
better assess "in the round" whether a fine
is proportionate and appropriate in the
circumstances of the case.27

•'Time to pay' agreements: the Fining

Guidance now includes a more detailed
section on steps that the CMA may take
to reduce a penalty where an undertaking
is unable to pay due to financial
difficulties. This includes the CMA
entering into a 'time to pay' agreement,
where appropriate, to provide additional
time for an undertaking to pay its penalty.
However, the Fining Guidance makes it
clear that such reductions or time to pay
agreements will only occur in "exceptional
circumstances".28
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To reflect this judgment, the Procedural
Guidance has been amended to state that,
as part of the settlement process, an
undertaking must agree not to appeal
against the relevant infringement decision.
Respondents to the CMA's consultation on
the change had raised concerns that the
change risked undermining the right to a fair
trial. The CMA, however, rejected such
concerns on the basis that an informed,
voluntary and unequivocal waiver of a right
to a public hearing can be valid.31
Previously, it had been possible for a
settling undertaking to appeal the relevant
infringement decision, but the appellant
would lose its leniency discount. The CMA
considers that the updated Procedures
Guidance will better ensure finality in
settlement cases. Settling parties should
therefore keep this policy objective in
mind during the settlement process and,
in particular, when making
representations to the CMA (e.g. in
relation to the level of discount).

Revisions to the Procedures
Guidance
As noted above, the CMA also published in
December 2021 updates to its Procedures
Guidance. The CMA notes that the changes
are informed by recent case law of the UK's
Competition Appeal Tribunal ("CAT"),
following an unsuccessful appeal of an
infringement decision by a party that had
entered into a settlement agreement with
the CMA.29 In that case, the CAT held
among other things that "if a settling party
could retain the benefit of a settlement
discount despite appealing the infringement
decision, the settlement process would be
undermined." 30

26. Idem, at paragraph 2.22.
27. Ibid.
28. Idem, at paragraphs 2.32-2.33.
29. Roland (UK) Limited and Another v CMA [2021] CAT 8.
30. Idem, paragraph 143.
31. See paragraphs 9-10 of the CMA's responses to the consultation, available here.
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